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retire into the background. But the choice of regius professors
was sometimes important, as when the appointment of the
Oxford sanitarian, (Sir) Henry Acland, coincided so fortun-
ately with cholera and the Crimea that he was able to found
the museum and introduce biology and chemistry as useful
preliminaries to medical education.
During the fifty years that followed that emancipation, it
would perhaps be just to say that the older universities did
more for the state than the state for the older universities.
But with the others it was otherwise.
The London examining-university developed two defects.
The one was that it ceased to insist on the educational advan-
tages of college contacts. And the other was that college
teachers found it inconvenient and undignified for examina-
tion syllabuses to be drawn up by an external body: they
objected to state examination by the London University in the
nineteenth century, much as their predecessors had objected
to church examination by the bishop's chancellor in the
thirteenth century. Hence a demand for teaching-universities
on a local basis.
The first step in this direction was the chartering of new
federal universities. Colleges had arisen at Manchester, Leeds,
and Liverpool, partly to escape from the last surviving religi-
ous tests of Oxford and Cambridge, but still more in order to
provide the technological training needed in their localities.
These were federated in the Victoria University of the north
in 1880. They were followed by the federation of Aberystwyth,
Cardiff, and Bangor in the University of Wales in 1893. And
when London University failed to make adequate provision
for the metropolitan colleges in accordance with the report of
a royal commission presided over by Lord Selborne in 1888, a
distinct internal or academic side under the control of the
local colleges was set up by act of parliament alongside the
older external side in 1898, in pursuit of recommendations
made by yet another—the Cowper—royal commission.
A second and more drastic step towards realizing the idea
of the teaching-university was taken in 1900 when Joseph

